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William NicholsonQ: How do I read large header files using GCC? I've been trying to get GCC to read the large header files I am using, but it is not working. For example, I'm trying to include the rgb_to_ycc.h header file using the following #include statement: #include "rgb_to_ycc.h" but when I do this it is saying that there are too many characters in "rgb_to_ycc.h". This is the beginning of
the header file: /* * rgb_to_ycc.h * * This file contains the header file rgb_to_ycc.h. * */ #define YCC_DIG 0 So I must have a problem with the large number of characters in the "rgb_to_ycc.h" header file. I've even tried using the "chcp.com" command to convert the "\r " (\r and ) to " " in the header file. This didn't work either. So, how do I get GCC to recognize the "rgb_to_ycc.h" header

file? I have heard it has something to do with the "-include" flag. But I don't even know if that is the correct way to declare the "-include" flag. I've tried to get this to work for about a month and I don't know what else to do.
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